A Series of Lectures and Workshops
Landscape painting 		 11.02
Ink Art					17.02 - 18.02
Antiquarianism			25.02
Seal Carving				 02.03 - 03.03

By Lia Wei (Department of Archaeology and Museum Studies, Renmin University of China)

Literati’s Pastimes		

03.03

By Salome Foltin (Department of Chinese Studies, University of Tubingen)

in Auditorium & Workshop Room Vandenhove

Landscape painting lecture

Reading and writing the landscape: from physical to literary perceptions

• topic 1: Conceptual landscapes

Auditorium Vandenhove
Tuesday 11.02 - 1 to 4 pm

The first part of this lecture adresses the funerary and religious landscapes of early medieval China: from spatial representations
painted or engraved on tomb walls, the side of sarcophagi or funerary banners and epitaphs, to the actual spatial organisation
of cemeteries in the physical terrain. Inscribed cliffs with imperial, Buddhist, Taoist or poetic texts are replaced in their web of
intertextual relations, weaving social and cosmological connections accross the territory of the empire.

• topic 2 : Pictorial landscapes
This second section looks at the composition of early landscape painting until the Song dynasty, considered as the «golden
age» of landscape. The analysis will cover a series of iconic representatives of court painting, with its virtuose atmospheric
perspective, complex spatial structure and the depth allowed by silk as a medium.

• Topic 3 : Written landscapes
This topic concludes with the merging of pictorial and calligraphic aspects in landscape painting. The Yuan dynasty marks the
triumph of texture lines, a system of references where the calligraphic skill of the painter can be directly appraised, resulting in
the construction of the scholar-artist as all-encompassing personality. Personal expression and characteriology become central
to an ever more abstract and schematic relation to nature.

• Discussion : Drawing and Writing
A discussion follows where participants are asked to identify relationships between painting and calligraphy in a series
of artworks. How do calligraphic strokes, shapes and structures relate to the identity and attitude of the writer? How did
the calligraphic overcoding of lines contaminate the visual expression of rocks and trees? Through a series of portraits of
calligraphers, a line of investigation emerges where stylistic choices correspond to intentional positioning with regards to
tradition and its representatives. Interpretative freedom or references to illustrous personalities draw a space where the
calligrapher stands, before and after the gesture of writing.

Ink art workshop

Find your way between nature and culture

• session 1: Landscape analysis & Construction

Workshop room Vandenhove
Monday 17.02 - 4 to 6 pm

This afternoon digs in the internal structure of landscapes, from early examples on bronze and lacquer to mural paintings in
cave temples and tombs. What balance is to be found between the swirling modules of the cloud pattern (yunqiwen 雲氣紋)
in early imperial times and the towering or spiralling compositions of the late medieval period? Where does the human figure
fit in such landscapes, where do we draw the paths between space cells, how do they constitute itineraries accross mountainous
barriers and myst or absence (yubai 逾百)? Participants to this workshop will engage in the construction or de-construction of
a landscape and the itineraries therein.

• session 2: Beyond classification

Monday 17.02 - 2 to 4 pm

This session proposes calligraphic exercises, brush in hands, through a series of models that retrace the history of calligraphy,
from its beginnings on bone and bronze to various formats of steles and manuscripts, down to the Tang dynasty and the
development of regular script. The history of calligraphy will be opposed to a «protohistory of writing», where a diversity
of types of script coexist, at times revived by local trends or religious traditions. Participants will be encouraged to look for
«the future in the past», drawing inspiration from several examples of archaic types of script re-interpreted by Qing dynasty
calligraphers.

• session 3: Texture lines & Calligraphic portraits

Tuesday 18.02 - 4 to 6 pm

In this exercise, participants will be encouraged to develop lines of texture (cunfa 皴法) of their own, departing from a series of
calligraphic models. To elaborate an environment of one’s own, literati painters have drawn inspiration from calligraphic strokes
from different periods and styles, feeding a growing repertoire of artificial shapes of nature. Elegant gatherings of painters and
calligraphers gave birth to collaborations in poetic or visual shape. The workshop concludes with the creation of a collaborative
piece of work with multiple authors, each contributing his or her line of texture to the ensemble.

Antiquarianism lecture

Future in the past: printing and carving before and after writing

Auditorium Vandenhove
Tuesday 25.02 - 5 to 6 pm

This introductory lecture aims at expanding our understanding of the literati toolkit beyond the well-acknowledged skill of
calligraphy, which comes with the literary abilities associated. In previous encounters we have seen that to calligraphy can be added
ink painting, its corollary sharing the same tools and gestures, as the result of concerted efforts to construct the identity of the
scholar-artist.
Now, where do calligraphic models come from, and what are the boundaries of literati art? Craft, in the shape of epigraphy, is
central in the handling of this delicate issue. With carving and printing, be it in the shape of rubbings or early printed books, one
gets access to the realm of material culture, in a word: context.
While the movement of visiting steles (fangbei 访碑), collecting antiques and compiling catalogues thereof already went on for
several centuries, it did not solve the divorce between sign and matter orchestrated by the scholar-artist. Instead, catalogues and
travelogues populated the maps and literary accounts with descriptions of ghostly objects, fabulous but invisible, reconstructed but
lost, found but hidden now.
The lecture concludes with a few directions for reconsidering important aspects of literati practice such as rubbing and seal carving,
one that was always there but unnoticed, the other that entered the field relatively late and remains exceptionnaly stable and
resilient.
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Seal carving workshop
Connect sign and matter in three steps

Workshop room Vandenhove
• session 1: Etymological research and Calligraphic models

Monday 02.03 - 3 to 6 pm

This first afternoon is dedicated to the discovery of Chinese script through etymological dictionaries. The way characters are
classified, the different types of scripts and their location, the material supports for writing (wood, bamboo, bronze, stone, silk
or paper). Participants will be invited to select the characters for the seal they have in mind and combine them in a condensed
form of script. Compilations of ancient seals and more recent creations by seal carvers will be available for consultation.
On this first day, each participant will choose one or more stones to be carved and base his or her research on the size and
appearance of the support.
The second step in the creation of a seal is devoted to the process of copying and interpreting calligraphic models. The accent
will be placed on how models are «born», by introducing a few among the most copied calligraphic models and analysing their
style. Based on this practice, the participants will be guided towards a calligraphic rendering of their seal design. Exercises on
this day will essentially be in ink on paper, although participants can train to write directly on the stone, in reverse, with the
help of smaller brushes.

• session 2: Carving and Printing

Tuesday 03.03 - 3 to 6 pm

This session is about handling the chisel, sometimes called «the Iron Brush», on a small and soft stone surface. the fine-grained
and tender pyrophillite used for this purpose can be sanded and re-used until the result is satisfactory. During the printing
process, the participants are encouraged to keep printing their seal «in progress», adding a cinematic dimension to the exercise.
In addition to the seal impression in red cinnabar paste, before they walk away with their stone in hand, the participants are
invited to leave a rubbing of the dedicatory inscription or colophon they will have carved on the side of the stone, as a record
for the time and place where the inscription occurred.

source: Cleveland Museum of Art

The Literati’s Pastime

Visual Renderings of Sima Guang’s 司馬光 (1019-1086) Garden in Ming Dynasty

Auditorium Vandenhove
Tuesday 03.03 - 6 to 7 pm
In 1073 the eminent Chinese historian Sima Guang 司馬光 (1019-86) constructed a rustic garden in Luoyang where he had taken
refuge after resigning from office due to his growing dissatisfaction with the political situation at court. This very garden Sima
named “Garden of Solitary Enjoyment” (Dule yuan 獨樂園) whereas even he himself emphasized its humbleness and deficiency on
various occasions.
Furthermore, in a Song survey of nineteen famous gardens in Luoyang 洛陽 by Li Gefei 李格非 (c.1045-1105), it is said: “The reason why it has been so admired by the world does not lie in the garden itself.” 所以為人欣慕者，不在於園耳。
Notwithstanding this fact, the fascination with this long since extinct garden still lingers in Ming dynasty artwork. Both the painter
Qiu Ying 仇英 (1494-1552) and the amateur artist Wen Zhengming 文徵明 (1470-1559) created lofty visions on handscrolls according to the textual references transmitted down the centuries by Sima’s report on his garden − Dule Yuan Ji 獨樂園記.
This talk will explore into the artistic conventions of garden painting during Ming period by a comparison between Qiu Ying and
Wen Zhengming. Besides, I will attempt to retrace the apparent influence of Sima Guang’s remembrance on garden culture in Ming
dynasty China.
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